
chemistry
[ʹkemıstrı] n

1. химия
organic [inorganic] chemistry - органическая [неорганическая] химия
agricultural chemistry - агрохимия
applied chemistry - а) прикладная химия; б) химическая технология
nuclear chemistry - ядерная химия
radiation chemistry - радиационная химия, радиохимия
tracer chemistry - химия (радиоактивных) индикаторов

2. разг.
1) эмоциональный склад
2) сочетание черт характера и т. п.

Smith and I have the wrong chemistry - у нас со Смитом разные характеры /психологическая несовместимость/

Apresyan (En-Ru)

chemistry
chem·is·try [chemistry chemistries] BrE [ˈkemɪstri] NAmE [ˈkemɪstri] noun
uncountable
1. the scientific study of the structure of substances, how they react when combined or in contact with one another, and how they
behaveunder different conditions

• a degree in chemistry
• the university's chemistry department
• inorganic /organic chemistry

see also ↑biochemistry

2. (technical) the chemical structure and behaviourof a particular substance
• the chemistry of copper
• We do not fully understand the chemistry of genes.
• The patient's blood chemistry was monitored regularly.

3. the relationship between two people, usually a strong sexual attraction
• sexual chemistry
• The chemistry just wasn't right.

Example Bank:
• The personal chemistry between the two stars is obvious.
• The personal chemistry between the two stars of the film is obvious.
• natural changes in body chemistry
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chemistry
chem is try S2 /ˈkeməstri, ˈkemɪstri/ BrE AmE noun [uncountable]

[Word Family: noun: ↑chemical, ↑chemist, ↑chemistry ; adverb: ↑chemically; adjective: ↑chemical]

1. the science that is concerned with studying the structure of substances and the way that they change or combine with each other

⇨ biochemistry, biology, physics
2. if there is chemistry between two people, they like each other and find each other attractive

chemistry between
It’s obvious that there’s a very real chemistry between them.

3. the way substances combine in a particular process, thing, person etc:
a person’s body chemistry
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